Serving the Greek
American
Community Since 1978

K

ronos International Shippers, Inc.

Kronos Shipping, Inc.

was established in Chicago, IL, in

1502 N. 25th Ave Suite E

1978 to better serve the Greek-

Melrose Park, IL. 60160

American community with all their
international shipping needs. Over

Tel: (312) 326-7590

the years, Kronos International Ship-

Fax: (312) 326-7597

pers, Inc. has kept its commitment of

Website: www.kronosint.com

extraordinary excellence and has
expanded its specialized international shipping services. Along with our
global network of agents in any des-

E-mail: info@kronosint.com

Our Agent In Greece:

tination city, we will provide the consumer with most comprehensive and
premium level of service in order to
effectively guarantee your shipment
against

any

complications

that

could arise during its international

shipment.
November 2022

Palm Overseas Traffic

7-9 Arachthou St
18345 Moschato, Greece
Tel: 210-483-3594
Website: www.pot.gr
E-mail: info@pot.gr

Shipping Solutions
To & From Greece
Kronos Shipping, Inc.

Exports to Greece
Whether

you

are

moving

permanently

Forward2GR
to

If you are unable to bring your items to our

Greece, sending gifts to family, or your vacation

warehouse, you can get them delivered to us

necessities are too much to handle in one suit-

so we can then send them to Greece. Online

case, Kronos can help you with all your shipping

shoppers can have their purchases delivered

needs before arrival! We can ship any personal/

directly to us. For the individuals who already

household goods such as furniture, boxes, plas-

have the items in their possession, we can

tic bins, suitcases, barrels, as well as motor vehi-

arrange to have them sent to us via UPS or

cles like cars and motorcycles. The amount of

with one of our trucking partners.

items you are sending will determine if you need

Special Offer

a full container or consolidated container.
Full Container Load (FCL) : Your goods are trans-

Imports from Greece

Send your personal effects with our 55-59

ported in a single 20 foot or 40 foot container

gallon barrel. It can hold up to 3 suitcases

Less than Container Load (LCL) : Your goods

any personal and household goods.

worth of clothes, but can be used to ship

alone are not enough to fill a container, so they
are consolidated in a 40 foot container

Diameter: 22”
Height: 39”

Kronos Shipping has worked with our trusted Greek agent, Palm Overseas Traffic for
nearly 20 years. Using their network of
agents located throughout Greece, they
consolidate shipments with olive oil and
personal effects. Kronos Shipping imports
the container into the U.S. and files all the
import documentation such as custom
clearance and FDA. Once your imported items have reached our warehouse,

Cost of Barrel

$20

Ocean Freight

$100

you will be notified that your shipment is
ready for pick-up or delivery. Shipments
outside of the Chicagoland area can be
forwarded using either UPS or interstate

Chicago -> Athens
Documentation Fee

$10

Total

$130*

*Additional overseas fees for all export shipments

trucking, depending on your location
and the size of the shipment.

